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Work/Family and Globalization:  Broadening the Scope of Policy Analysis
Harriet E. Gross, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, Governors State University

From a disconnect to a celebrated reconnect--that’s the story of  work and family

told the last decade or so.   Broadcast and print media regale us with the difficulties  of

“balancing” work and family so often that yesterday’s myth of their separation  has become

today’s cliché about their connection.   More than a decade ago Gerstel and Gross (1987)

called attention to the now generally acknowledged ways in which nineteenth century events

and ideologies, particularly the notion of these as gender-segregated,  spheres  clouded

understanding of an enduring, though historically variant,  relationship between work and

family.   The changes attendant upon the continuing growth of industrial capitalism,

commercialization and urbanization  brought with  them the  physical as well as ideological

separation of work-site from family- and home-site.    These ideologically separated

“spheres” constituted  “work”  as  what drew wages outside the home (normatively

associated with men’s “breadwinning”) and  “family” as  the privatized care  of spouses,

children and households (normatively associated with women’s “homemaking.”)   With

others we argued that the legacy of this historical construction of work and family as

separate spheres no longer fits  contemporary  realities which, among other changes,

usually require the waged and family work of both parents, assuming there are two, and

often that of their  teen-aged children as well. 1

                                                
1 I will hereafter forego the modifier “waged’ to distinguish this labor from that of family or other kinds of
“work”, e.g., volunteering, to avoid the clarifying but redundant phrasing.

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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 Today, what constitute normatively-defined “work” and “family”  are once again

undergoing re-definition, as for example, home-based waged work and workplace

sensitivity to family responsibilities further dislodge acceptance of  these spheres as  truly

separate.   This  on-going re-constitution of work and family  prompts the metaphor of a

kaleidoscope--where  what we think of as ”work”  and “family”  shape and morph into each

other revealing  their mutual contingency.   Just as in the past, today there is a relationship

between the two  that is  protean, reciprocal and mutually constitutive.   However

interdependent, this relationship is not always well-understood, as  current discomfiture

with  boundaries delineating  the “where” and the “who” of efforts such as those involved in

“caring”,  associated with the home,  and “production”,  associated with the workplace,

make clear.  Though research and analysis has de-mystified the myth of separate spheres,

it will be the thesis here that new problems now result from the  acknowledged, but narrowly

circumscribed, connection between work and family.

 My purpose here is  fourfold: (1) to critique this  circumscribed relationship;

 (2)  to argue that the narrowed  version  of  the work/family linkage diverts attention away

from the  social and economic structural underpinnings of the most significant work and

family consequences;  (3) to analyze how this diversion misdirects  policy;  and (4) to

suggest that  this restricted and privatized focus also eclipses an important resource for

addressing work/family  issues--community-based support systems.

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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The Encapsulation of the Work/Family Connection

A distinct myopia  attends the current conceptualization of the work/family

connection.   An acknowledged  work /family loop has become encapsulated, viewed as a

sub-set of social problems,  cut-away and isolated from their larger economic and political

moorings.   As a result, solutions  come to  inhere in the manipulation of one or the other

parts  of this sub-set.   Maintaining the connection between work and family in  such a self-

contained loop results in piecemeal solutions.    The result is attempts to fix one (at home)

or another (at work) specific tension,  that family  members (mostly women)  and workers

deal with in their day-to-day lives.

A burgeoning industry of consultants available to corporations as well as the

increasingly available,  in-house “coordinator of work and family” (see for example,

Johnson and Rose  1992) have emerged to urge implementation of  policies said to

promote work/family “balance.”  The list is growing making available one or more of the

following:  maternity (usually) and/or paternity (rarely) leave and benefits; childcare referral

or  availability which usually amounts to either subsidies to parents for external care or

provision of on-site care  and less frequently, sitter services for sick children and/or for

travel obligations; similar referrals and/or assistance  for elder care for parents both far and

nearby; and  finally,  efforts to assist workers with day-to-day obligations such as time-off

for children’s school functions, for dentist’s and doctor’s appointments and even for getting

clothes to the cleaners to having someone at home to meet repair personnel. 2   Here, too,

                                                
2 Even these programs are by no means routinely available or rarely offered together.  If offered, subtle
messages may convince employees that full utilization may be frowned upon. It may be impractical for an
employee to make use of a family/work program.  (Kaitin 1994: 92;  Family and Work Institute 1997)  Or, if
there is acknowledgment of the need to broaden the focus of work/family constraints, such “broadening”

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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must be listed,   the increasing attention paid to part-time employment  (largely  a feminized

option. See  Trentham and Larwood  1998), job-sharing and flextime (Connor et al.  1997)

as  accommodations to family needs.

At home, families develop individualized  strategies  to cover  child- and family-care

demands.   Employed parents resort to alternating shifts,  relying on available family

members, or home-based work (Riley and McCloskey 1997).  These working parents

struggle over gender-defined responsibilities to urge greater father involvement in  home-,

child-  and elder-care, assuming he's there (Hochschild 1989; 1997) 

It is not , of course, that  these responses  are insignificant.  Redress for the

tensions they identify  is necessary as families struggle  with day-to-day urgencies.  But all

such proverbial ”band-aids”--necessary, stop-gap  accommodations to real  work/family

tensions--should not  overshadow and, indeed, obscure the need for more fundamental

and wholesale change.  Understandably, such  programs  that accommodate to families’

and workers’  immediate needs, earn praise for the “enlightened” corporate leaders who

make them available, especially since  even this degree of  enlightenment, is by no  means

widespread.  Yet, from my perspective limiting solutions to such measures  under the rubric

“work/family programs”  is a  problem  in itself for at least two reasons.

First,  it is typically only  large corporations which recognize the need for, and are

even able to offer,  these programs. This defining characteristic the corporations willing

and able to make use of such consultants  promises to  exacerbate existing social

                                                                                                                                                            
strategies are restricted to increasing flexibility of  work site conditions--a still  highly restricted view  in
terms of the critique argued here.  See for example, Kropf 1997.

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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inequalities.   The piecemeal “fix-its” the consultants devise are least likely to serve the

already disadvantaged,  and most vulnerable--women and minorities--who, typically, do not

work in the settings where such benefits exist (See Greider 1997: 98-100; Danaher

1996:111-112.

Second and even more important,  the present casting of work/family “programs”,

while undoubtedly  better than no response at all,  has a major drawback.  Limiting

work/family programs  to these “solutions” sidetracks critical scrutiny of underlying

economic and political forces which are changing the organization of work--its very

availability, structure and security.  It is these changes which are a most  fundamental

source of  work/family tensions, viewed not only from the perspective of  U.S.  workers and

families but  from our global counterparts as well.

Avoiding the  Economic and Political Backdrop of Work and Family

 Scholars who work within  the present  casting of  research variables and available

remedies help legitimate the encapsulation of work and family.   Research attention to

determinants and  consequences is heavily oriented to topics such as “stress” , “balance”

or “integration”   with respect  to, for example, relationship quality between working parents

and/or their children  (e.g. Eckenrode and Gore 1990). 3 This nearly exclusive focus on

individualized  determinants and consequences, and those within individual families (see

also, Parcel  and Menaghan 1994; Walzer 1996;  Benjamin and Sullivan  1996; and even

when cross-national,  Chafetz and Hagan 1996) has the unhappy consequence of

                                                
3 See the whole issue  of Family Relations devoted to “Work, Stress and Families” as in Zvonkovic, et al.
1994.  In this vein, too, are studies about work’s effect on parental and gender identities, e.g. Aaltion-
Marjosola and Lehtinen  1998; Hojgaard 1997; Greenstein 1996.

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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narrowing   possible policy considerations.4   The focus on individualized factors artificially

limits the research to discussion that fails to challenge institutions--most importantly the

national and transnational corporations which, not incidentally, are among the primary

funders of research in this area.

Yet, how can we ignore the fact  that having a job and being able to afford a family in

the first place  is a fundamental work/family issue?  How can we watch income disparity

grow, see wage stagnation  and job insecurity  persist, and  acknowledge the erosions of

worker-protection attendant upon undermined unionization without connecting these events

to work/family policy?  Why isn’t  American workers’ common fate with  foreign workers--

usually cast only  as competitors--something that needs  addressing?  Or a  health care

system where forty-three million people remain uninsured ? Or,  Medicare recipients  who

most choose between needed medications and food?  Why do  even those work/family

programs that exist  legitimize and re-inforce cultural acceptance of the notion that family

options should serve the imperatives of work?  Why  is an ethic that has made work

ascendant and family derivative not “on the table”?   We can understand why this ethic is

not questioned  inside corporate boardrooms, but why not in the academy? Why have we

tolerated  a definition of relevant policy options dictated by corporate beneficence?  In

                                                
4 While examples  are bountiful (see e.g.,  Galinsky et al. 1996;  Burstein et al. 1995; Ishii-Kuntz 1994),a
description, sent to alumni,  from  the department of sociology of the University of Chicago about one of its
research centers is illustrative.  The reference is to the  Alfred P. Sloan Center on Parents, Children and
Work.  The blurb about it  states that it “...seeks to examine how working families make investments in time
and resources, how these choices are made, the effects these investments have on the quality of
relationship in the household and the resulting  socialization of school-age children and adolescents.“  No
mention  here of such considerations as the relationship of economic globalization,  multi-national corporate
dominance,  wage-stagnation, and  growing income disparity to work/ family issues.   Instead, the
implication is that work-site and home-site specific  factors  dictate and encompass what is relevant.  This
same individual/couple and business/pofessional  concentration of work/family “topics”  is evident in the
”Selected New Additions to the Work-Family Researchers Literature Database”  posted on the new website

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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short, how can we justify the circumscription of  contributing factors and possible avenues

of redress so as to limit critique of those social institutions which are root sources of

work/family tensions?

I suggest that attending to the larger economic and political forces shaping the late

twentieth century relationship between work and family should be the business of work and

family scholars.  Of course, this is not to deny, and  we should recognize  the useful

services of  those corporate responses to work/family problems already in place.  But,  we

should also examine  the way socio-political  forces constrain what comes to be

recognized as work/family-relevant.  We should be teaching how  the late twentieth century

work/family incarnation responds to contemporary forces  of immense import to our

concerns.

Contending with the Economic and Political Context of Work and Family: Policy

Issues

One need not be  an expert on international economics or social policy to make a

plausible  argument that work/family scholars should, in particular,  relate the effect of

market globalization and capital flight to our subject matter.5   We should  consider how

these buzz words of the nineties contribute to unprecedented  transnational corporate

power which has far-reaching work/family consequences.  The growing power of

transnational corporations to impose their socially-disrupting, profit-seeking excesses on

vulnerable employees as well as  whole communities, far  outpaces national governments’

                                                                                                                                                            
of the Center for Work & Family of Boston College (3/26/99) where topics such as”psychological distress”,
“time norms”, “marital quality” predominate.
5   In this section I rely on the following analyses and suggestions for dealing with the problems outlined:
Bluestone  et al. 19981; Brenner 1998 ; Danaher  1996; Galbraith 1998;  Greider 1998;  Henwood 1997;

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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ability, or willingness, to regulate and  control them (see especially Danaher 1996, Grieder

1998;  Mander and Goldsmith 1996).

 Economists have shown how  corporate dominance over labor and trade markets

(1)  eliminates jobs even in  profitable corporations;  (2) leads  to wage  stagnation and job

insecurity for those still working; and (3) contributes to politically destabilizing growth in

income disparity.  Among those who have endured the worst of globalization’s negative

effects are women and girls, especially in third but  also in first world nations (typically

minority women).   They bear the brunt  of low wages, unsafe working conditions, non-

existent benefits, and job insecurity (Horn 1996:110-112; Greider 1998:98).   Greider

(1998:342) explains this  persistent pattern as a corollary of  the likelihood that the harshest

conditions will be assigned to the weakest members of society and to those already

habituated to patriarchal domination in the household.   Whatever the source, these women

are the “enablers” of the  corporate growth in profits and rising executive  salaries  that

have allowed managers and administrators  to reap unprecedented  levels of  financial

rewards.   As such “maids to the world economy”, the relationship of third world women in

Latin America and Asia  to first world workers parallels that of  the housekeeper/childcare

worker to the dual-career couple, in Western societies, whose employment and family work

she sustains  (See Wrigley 1995).6  

   Investors reward corporations which freely  seek out the low-waged and minimally-

regulated production sites that employ the seemingly endless streams of women and girls--

                                                                                                                                                            
Korten 1995; Longworth 1998;  Mander and Goldsmith 1996; Moberg 1998; Scott et al. 1997; Wade and
Veneroso, 1998.
6 Except that some maids and nannies in the US are now demanding and getting higher wages and better
working conditions  See “Demands for nannies increases perks and pay in field.” Milwaukee Journal and

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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the abundance  of which  “reserve army” undercuts the security of  all.  In the process not

only jobs, but the  economic underpinnings of whole communities in the United States

disappear.    Why then,  is it not the responsibility of work/family specialists  to address

these job security issues  with the same attention  we give to provision of, for example,

childcare?  On-site childcare, after all,  presumes the existence of the job-site.

Or take the issue of  wages  stagnant under the downward pressure of  competition

from lower-waged foreign workers.   Freely moving capital withdraws from one country’s

currency when  more favorable exchange rates elsewhere make it profitable to do so.

Withdrawing capital  destabilizes  local economies.  Destabilization contributes to loan

defaults.  Loan defaults dry-up credit for the very capital investment that would raise

productivity so that wages could rise.  Rising wages in newly developing countries would

lessen the depressant effect of their wages on our workers--thereby eliminating the basis

for  an “us” versus “them” logic.

Threats to  the job stability of working people are burdensome in their own right.

But,  what work/family scholars should also examine is how such vulnerability compromises

the likelihood that  employers’ will address non-wage related work/family concerns--e.g.

expendable “frills” such as time to care for older parents  and childcare requirements. If

your job is on the line you’re not  likely to  ask for  time to take your turn in your child’s

carpool, or your mother-in-law to the doctor.

In short, work/family specialists  should understand how machinations of markets

and capital  undermine even such modest requests that have been sought to address one

                                                                                                                                                            
Sentinel, 12/09/98; “Parents are Willing to Pay More for Quality Child Care.”  Greensboro News And Record.
1/05/99.

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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or another unmet need on the job or  in the family.   As job security  becomes more and

more anachronistic, the issue of  “work/family benefits” becomes an oxymoron  for all but a

thin slice of the labor force’s privileged elite.  So what is to  be done?

From Band-Aid to Major Surgery

This is not the place to undertake a wholesale critique of the economic and political

underpinnings of these financial or other corporate machinations on working families.7  But,

a sampling of proposals, for example, aimed at capital flight and income disparity--as

topics appropriate for work/family policy consideration is instructive.  With respect to

capital flight, constraints on  the level of profit from financial manipulation have been

suggested.  Economist James Tobin has proposed  a   tax  (called a “Tobin Tax”) on

foreign exchange transactions that  would limit the rewards of short-term speculations over

long-term investment  (Longworth 1998:256-257). 8 This proposal attests to the fact that

mainstream economists, like Tobin, have recognized the  consequences  to workers of

financial manipulation and  wage-stagnation.    But, since most  economists have not

addressed specifically  the work/family implications of these issues, whether the policy

proposals they  design are family-friendly  is  still an open question.  To consider it, the

value of examining such effects must first be recognized.   While apparently far-removed

from work/family problems, in fact, financial manipulation that threatens wage levels of

                                                
7 Such a critique would take notice of the recent argument made by Nicholas Kristoff and Edward Wyatt in a
four part series about “Global Contagion” in The New York Times, February 15-18, 1999.  The series
suggests that far from being an inevitable outgrowth of anonymous and “natural” economic forces,  recent
upheavals attributed to “globalization” (for example in Indonesia, Thailand and Russia) were a response to
policies promoted by the U.S. financial community and taken up by the U.S. government  (See  also Pfaff
1999).
8 This is just one possible mechanism.  For example Greider (1997: 257) suggests that the Federal Reserve
could not allow U.S. banks to accept transfers from offshore banking centers which would, then, eliminate

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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foreign workers and therefore  US  workers’ wages is at least as much work/family-related

as is the more acknowledged absence of suitable childcare options. 9

 While seemingly remote from what currently gets identified as work/family concerns

(by work/family scholars if not working families), growing income  and wealth inequality--

unparalleled in other industrialized nations--seriously threatens the financial security of

middle class families  who find it ever harder to maintain their parents’ aspirations and

lifestyle.  Capital flight and corporate power operate here, too, as corporations over-

compensate top executives  whose decisions close plants and businesses,  leaving few

income-producing prospects for the employees left  behind.  Those who make these

decisions in deference to bottom-line demands of capital investors raise their own

incomes  as they eliminate those of employees.   Yet, not just assembly line workers, but

managers and executives, too, face seriously eroded opportunities to recoup the gains of

years of dedicated service to corporations no longer identified with the countries of their

national headquarters, let alone their former local communities (see Scott et al. 1997 on

US loss of jobs.)

 Understanding  the structural forces threatening the job security, on which requests

for all other work/family-directed  measures depends,  moves policy considerations away

from ”piecemeal”  requests--this or that corporation  “fix-it.”  Instead, recognizing the source

of the weakening of working people’s leverage, in  growing corporate control,  points to the

need for comprehensive efforts to  strengthen working people’s organizing--worldwide.

Such organizing would press for trade regulations to get all trading partners (wherever the

                                                                                                                                                            
“the leakage” from such centers. See also Freidman 1999 for the view that  such capital controls do not
serve the goal of  more equitable gloalization effects--in the longterm.
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flagship base of the transnational corporations involved) to adhere to, for example, wage-

floor, health and safety conditions,  and pollution standards  for workers  everywhere  to

undercut the overall decline in working conditions and wages that was been dubbed, the

“race to the bottom.”10

 As such organizing goes forward, effort should also be directed to challenging

presumptions about how work is organized, particularly the eight-hour day and forty-hour

week on the job-site.  The technology that enables global markets, allowing production to

go wherever labor is cheapest, also  eliminates the basis for previous presumptions about

work-site and work-time.  The increasing (but still relatively meager) use of, for example,

home-based and part-time work with full benefits as well as adequate health-care;

extended unemployment benefits; subsidized retraining opportunities--all  attest to the fact

that responses to  work/family issues affect all  working people from blue-collar service to

white-collar management.

Perhaps the most far-reaching and fundamental mechanism aimed at reducing the

growing  income  and wealth  disparity  in the US is one whose aim is to give working

people an opportunity to participate in the profit-taking of the organizations for whom they

work through compensation that involves ownership of stock in these organization.

Employee Stock Option Programs,  ESOPs as they are called,  are not only a means to

allow individual workers to accumulate a measure of wealth. 11 They are also a means for

distributing more fairly and equitably whatever gains in productivity develop from the joint

                                                                                                                                                            
9  See Wade and Veneroso 1998 for the wage-lowering impact of efforts to deal with the recent Asian
financial crisis.
10 For a different perspective on  the  possible impact of making adherence to American  human rights and
labor standards a condition of  trade with foreign countries  see Amsden and Hikino (1999).
11 ESOPs are not the only mechanism to enable employee ownership.  See Morris 1996:440.
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efforts of capital and labor.   They are as Greider (1998) points out, a means by which the

leveraging  power of  jointly accumulated assets can be put to use for the benefit of working

family groups and communities.  The capital assets accumulated by working families

through ESOP plans could be used to underwrite  large-scale projects which the wage-

earning of workers, as individuals, could never achieve.   As such, ESOPs--or similar

redistributive mechanisms consistent with democratic capitalism--should be recognized

for their profound work/family policy implications.    Some (see discussion of the New Birth

Transformation Corporation in Greider: 1998:433-35) have already recognized  the

enabling potential of   combined assets from ESOPS   for working families and the

communities in which they live, work  and educate their children.  By investing  their

combined assets,  and using their joint borrowing power for projects to benefit  their own

and their communities’ futures, working families would be taking advantage of the credit

basis and leveraging potential of wealth accumulation (Greider 1998: 431-39) . In so doing

they  would be erecting the basis for the economic independence and political power that

underlies real accomplishment  of the kind of capitalism working people in a democratic

society, i.e., democratic capitalism, must realize is their right.12

Finally, the scope of work/family-relevant policy should  be broadened further still so

as to directly engage with its global implications. Transnational corporate hegemony points

to the need at the global level for regulatory  counterparts to our national  institutions (e.g.,

Federal Trade Commission, The Securities and Exchange Commission, The Internal

                                                
12 Efforts to use the power of working families within common work associations have a long history at least
as far back as in the guilds of the middle ages in Europe.  More recently, at the end of the nineteenth
century, Durkheim, (1893/1964:5) a founding father of modern sociology,  called for work-based associations
to accomplish the organic social organization  he saw as the basis of a healthy society.  Durkheim was

(C) 1999  Gross, H.
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Revenue Service) to level sanctions for violations of mandatory codes of corporate conduct

(Moberg 1998).   Work and family scholars should join efforts to promote  such global

regulatory institutions to penalize predatory practices such as production with child-labor,

use of hazardous materials and/or violations of fair trade practices.

The possibilities  identified here just scratch the surface of suggestions  to rein in

growing corporate control  and  shore-up the leverage of working families in response to it.

13   Included, too, should be  other related social and political objectives e.g.,  instituting a

“living wage”; organizing contingent workers;  promoting campaign finance reform; and

making tax laws more progressive.    Whatever the mechanisms, work/family scholars

need  to relinquish  a  narrow (i.e., privatized) view of relevant “family policies” to address a

broad range of political issues and  possibilities for redress.  It is our responsibility to

clarify the impact of everything that affects  working lives and families’ initiatives as we

struggle with forces with such fateful effects.  It is our obligation, too, to foster  the political

alliances upon which effective social action depends.

Broadening Community-Based Support for Work/Family Concerns

 A second major policy focus largely eclipsed by encapsulating work and family--not

acknowledging its broader, social context--involves the use of local, extra-familial

resources.   Some work/family activists have connected work/family concerns to community

resources (e.g., Southwick et al. 1998).14  However, for the most part we have not

considered how reorganization of community/family boundaries  could have the far-

                                                                                                                                                            
from France where syndicalism, a movement to allow workers to share control and participate in the profits
of their industries had developed.
13 See also growing interest in employee-initiated programs, Firestein and Grundy  1998.
14  Publication of a new journal, Community, Work& Family,  (espcially Roddick 1998) suggests
commitment to this topic.
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reaching consequence of  de-privatizing  the work/family connection.  In not making the

case for such reorganization, we as scholars contribute to, and are complicit in, (however

inadvertently) continuation of  the legacy of the privatized  “ family.”     Neglect of

work/family/community relations echoes the wider  cultural penchant for denying the viability

of shared  responses to shared problems just as it also individualizes and privatizes both

causes and consequences of work/family concerns., (Currie and Skolnick  1988: chapter 1.

See also Morris 1996).

Notable exceptions to the underdevelopment of community-based responses to

work/family concerns  are four projects managed by Work Family Directions on behalf of a

consortium of corporate sponsors known as the American Business Collaboration for

Quality  Dependent Care (ABC).  The projects undertaken are aimed at increasing the

supply and quality of early child care, programs for school-age children and elder care

services.  Such efforts are valuable not only for the services they seek, but for their

expressed intent to enhance new partnerships among community members and

organizations(Southwick et al. 1998).

There is a strategic reason for activating such community networks, beyond the

obvious efficiencies of meeting needs of many families, simultaneously, rather than

atempting to respond to each family’s, for example, life-span differentiated  concerns--one-

at-time.  Even more  significant, enlisting  community-based networks engenders and

reinforces the very social cohesion on which community response depends.  While building

such an enabling community infrastructure is an expressed goal of these programs, there is

even more radicalizing potential to such programs  than published reports about them

suggest (Southwick et al. 1998: 8).   Such locally-based structures could become the
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apparatus not only for meeting existing work/family concerns, but for anticipating them.

Such a community-based infrastructure would  also be  the  seedbed for  further

challenging existing institutions and for  involving more community members in institution-

building projects.    Arguably, it is the decline today (relative to earlier decades) of just such

institutions, which  undergird social cohesion  that  both contributes to, and is expression

of, the constraints facing  working families (e.g., Hochschild 1997:243-244).

Several possibilities beyond those being attempted come to mind:  much

more widespread coordination between  schools, park districts and community health

facilities to help working families  use these existing physical plants for pre-and after-

school as well as  for elder-care programs (which  would also enlist elders in child care

along the lines of existing grandparent/children efforts.) Additionally, such extension of the

uses to which these publically supported structures and facilities are put could open-up

possibilites for even greater use of these facilities for all knds of people-centered

programs.   Within schools, older children in upper grades can hone care-taking skills as

aides in these before- and after-school programs.  Given widespread concern about

children needing cultivation of caring skills, not to mention rules of basic civility and ethical

behavior, such school programs could serve multiple goals.   Then, instead of being seen

only as remedial, such efforts to deploy the skills of community members  of all ages would

become the threads of the very social fabric that would enable creative, not just reactive

response.

Corporate and government financing  for such programs is not unrealistic.

Corporations purportedly concerned with work/family issues could encourage  employee

implementation of such community facilities via monetary and  service credits--a
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mechanism already used by many corporations to promote  a beneficial corporate image.

Local business, too, could support the implementation (if not execution) of such community

projects.   Employees  working within their own communities to coordinate work/family

support  systems  would be serving their personal as well their  company’s interests--goals,

of course,  not necessarily incompatible.   Both corporations and businesses, in turn, could

receive tax relief and other subsidies for underwriting their employees’ involvement.  Most

important, with such an infra-structure in place, community members would develop many

more such services specifically  tailored to local work/family  problems.  In sum, programs

to integrate work/family/community relations around common concerns would enable the

unleashing  of a potentially powerful, but as yet, untapped resource.

Conclusions

The argument here is that it is not enough to acknowledge the relationship between

work and family by setting-up a child care center or having a work/family consultant

recommend options to beleaguered employees.  Even these still meager responses are,

in any case, too narrowly focused.   Piecemeal “fix-its” do little to empower working

families--to enable them to erect institutions able to counter the influence over their lives of

concentrated, capitalist, corporate dominance.  Analysis of the work/family relationship

must be grounded in today’s socio-economic reality--a globalizing economy with its

profound implications for working families--if substantive protections for them are to

materialize.   Analysis of the impact of forces set in motion along with globalization,

particularly concentrated transnational corporate power,  must  direct policy response.

What is needed  are encompassing major efforts to shore-up working peoples’ security

and stability vis-à-vis this corporate hegemony.
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This power has weakened  a social contract that  has existed for much of this

century between corporate and business America, government and working people.  This

contract, as many have observed, assured  protection from the vicissitudes of an unbridled

and unregulated market-driven economy for the most economically vulnerable   It also

allowed a large middle class to achieve satisfying incomes and lifestyle possibilities.   This

contract is eroding just when the work/family relationship needs more, not less support from

the consequences of  the brand of capitalism practiced in the U.S.  The case is well-

documented for the claim that the U.S. is less responsive to the social welfare needs of its

population than the market economies of any other  industrialized  capitalist country (e.g.,

Greider 1997: chapter 16).  Americans who scoff at the likelihood that profitable

businesses could exist alongside such supports do not realize that many such  programs to

protect working families in other countries  have been in place for decades and these

countries have prospered.  To the argument  that it is just these social programs in Western

Europe and Japan which are currently under siege because of their “excesses”  comes

counter evidence.  Instead, it is the  imperatives of the current global market  at work here,

too, that are undermining the previous viability  of these programs (e.g., Brenner 1998:138-

180; Greider 1997:363).   Moreover,  working people recognize this and they are resisting

(e.g. in France, Germany, Japan) attempts to dislodge the supports which have been

previously consistent with prosperous economies .

 Our recognition that the relationship between work and families reflects the social

and economic pressures  in which it is embedded  could be the catalyst for rethinking the

logic of the social contract.  We could use the threats to working families not just to call for

protection of what was won in the past, but to reconsider the contract’s very scope.
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Changing realities of our daily lives make clear that its  two  connected engines, work and

family, are fatefully enmeshed in a changing global economy.  We should  make this

awareness  open the terms of the new social contract.  The weakening of working peoples’

power to maintain necessary supports along with heightened sensitivity to other work family

needs could be the impetus for this reconstitution.  The old social contract attempted to

soften the harsher consequences of capitalism.  A new one could catapult work/family

concerns to center-stage.

Today we know that family needs cannot remain neglected under a misbegotten

privacy shield of a purported personal realm.  We know that empowering working people

means strengthening their ability to protect their families.  Using the knowledge gained

from European social welfare economies, we too, could build support for families into the

economic calculus through the efforts suggested above.   Families should not always

succumb to work requirements.   The relationship between work and family should not be

considered derivative--as something that needs shoring-up after consideration of the

effects of the economy.   A new social contract would recognize  the connection:  how

people earn a living and how they protect their families must take its rightful place among

the economic and political factors routinely given a hearing in the business and financial

decision-making of corporations and governments.
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